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Native American Pow Wow held
Monica Yadegar

NATION

News Editor

Courtroom Killing, Mother Praised

Over 300 Native Americans
gathered at Zuckerman Field on
Saturday for the University's first
Native
American
Indian
Intertribal
Pow
Wow.
Approximately 75 to 100 tribes
were represented in the all-day
event which began at 10:45 a.m.
and ended at 10:30 p.m.
The day featured traditional
and contemporary arts and
crafts, dance demonstrations,
Native American storytelling and
background information.
In addition to the Pow Wow, a
mini Youth-at-Risk Conference
was sponsored by the San
(See Pow Wow, page 2)
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Approximately 75 to 100 tribes participate in the first Native American Pow Wow.

Business course changes students' perceptions
Erika Ekman
Staff Writer
Cadillac. What does that word
bring to mind? Do you think of
grandma and grandpa cruising at
a top speed of 35 miles per hour
in a car the size of a tank? If so,
you might want to think again.
Times have changed and, appar
ently, so has Cadillac. But will

these changes improve the aver
age college student's perception
of the Cadillac? The School of
Business
and
Public
Administration has introduced a
marketing concentration course
this semester which is designed
to do just that.
The course, offered to upper
division business students, is the
result of an internship project

headed by Tony Sgro of Sgro
Promotions in Fremont. The
project is designed to give handson experience in product promo
tion to college students interested
in a marketing or finance career.
According to professor Ronald
Hoverstad, Sgro has teamed up
with local General Motors dealer
ship owner Don Manns, who is
sponsoring the project.

"It's so enlightening to us,"
said Manns. "I've read through
the entire booklet that the class at
UOP has put together. What
they do is try to go out and see
what they can do to increase the
image of, in this case, Cadillac."
Manns sponsored a similar
project last year at San Joaquin
Delta Community College
(See GM Promo, page 2)

Acclaimed Chilean novelist
speaks at 1993 prose symposium
Monica Yadegar
News Editor
Chilean novelist Isabel Allende
was the keynote celebrity of the
1993 Marian Jacobs Poetry and
Prose Symposium held last
Tuesday in the Long Theatre.
Allende, a journalist in Chile
while her uncle, Salvador
Allende, served as president, was
forced into exile when her uncle
was toppled from power and
assassinated in a 1973 CIAbacked military coup.
While living in exile in
Venezuela, she turned to fictionwriting as a way of preserving her
memories. "When I started writ
ing," Allende said, "I was trying
to save my life. My life was a
mess and I had a feeling of failure
and solitude. Writing gave me
back everything I had thought
lost. I reinvented the country, I
resurrected the dead and reunit
ed those who had scattered over
the world."
Already widely read through
out the world — her best-selling
books have been translated into
27 languages — Allende s work
will now be received by a wider
audience with the release of the
film version of her acclaimed first
novel, "The House of the Spirits."
The film which features Glen
Close, Meryl Streep, Jeremy
Irons, Antonio Banderas and
Winona Ryder is set to be

released later this year.
Allende said she is looking for
ward to what Hollywood is going
to be doing with her novel.
"They are going to make 'The
House of the Spirits' with a great
cast," she said. "This is a no-lose
situation because if the movie is
good, everybody will by the book.
If the movie is lousy, everybody
will say, 'well, the book is better.'"
"The House of Spirits" which,
according to Allende, was a fic
tional story of her family, dwells
into the lives of a family as it
branches, grows and ages onto
the next generation during tur
bulent times.
Throughout the novel, the
story returns to spirits that are
ever-present in life and have
played an integral part in
Allende's life. "I was brought up
in a house where my grandmoth
er experimented with a threelegged table," she said. "(In writ
ing 'The House of Spirits,') I was
paying homage to my grand
mother.
"Spirits have become more
and more real to me as time goes
by. When I first began writing,
they were poetic images more
than real spirits — more memo
ries. However, the more I write
and live, the more I believe in
spirits. The more I believe there is
a part of us that transcends."
Allende's other best-selling
works include "Of Love and

(See Allende, page 2)
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Clinton pledges $1.6 billion to Yeltsin
Leaders forge 'new democratic partnership'
Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor
With aim to help bolster the
fragile state of democracy in
Russia, President Clinton
promised Russian President Boris
Yeltsin a higher-than-expected
$1.6 billion in instant U.S. aid
and a review of Cold War era
trade restrictions.
"Mr. President, our nation will
not stand on the sidelines when it
comes to democracy in Russia,"
Clinton said to Yeltsin in a news
conference following the week
end Vancouver summit. "We're
investing today not only in the
future of Russia but in the future
of America as well."
Yeltsin said that he was "fully
satisfied" with what he called the
first economically oriented meet
ing of the two powers. "We are
partners and future allies," Yeltsin
said.
The aid package proved to be
larger than the approximately $1
billion originally mentioned.
The addition consisted of $700
million in low-cost grain credits
which will give Russia quick
access to food without inflating
its national debt. Clinton said
the package will provide "imme
diate and tangible results for the
Russian people."
Besides direct food aid and
grain credits, the plan entails

monies to help Russia convert its
government-owned industries to
private industries and to encour
age joint U.S.-Russian business
ventures. In addition, the leaders
agreed upon establishing a
"Democracy Corps" which
would coordinate the efforts of
pro-reform private and govern
mental agencies in Russia.
In other aid, the Clinton
administration earmarked $130

million for dismantling nuclear
weapons, $75 million for a
nuclear warhead storage site and
$10 million for accountability
and control of nuclear weapons.
"We wanted to make the point
that these are funds that we have,
and that we're going to do what
we say we're going to do," said a
U.S. official who worked closely
on designing the package. "The
president is determined to carry
out every single program."
Clinton said the plan was only
the first stage of two stages. He
said he would consult with
Congress to develop a "more
aggressive" phase of help, as well
as encouraging members of the
world's seven industrialized
nations to help Russia stabilize its
economy. The G-7 is scheduled
to meet in Tokyo April 14-15, to
begin work on a large-scale
financing program.
Clinton also suggested a joint
effort with Congress to revise the
Jackson-Vanik amendment

which links trading privileges to
Russia's emigration restrictions.
Clinton said Yeltsin assured him
that noone is being blocked from
leaving.
The Vancouver summit fol
lows on the heels of a vicious ses
sion of the Congress of People's
Deputies where hard-line conser
vatives came within 72 votes of
impeaching Yeltsin. The belea
guered Russian leader faces an
April 25 referendum that will
determine if his program and his
power have the support of the
Russian people. Yeltsin offered
no prediction on the outcome of
the referendum. "It is up to us
(Russians) to work, to persuade
citizens of the Russian Federation
that if they do not vote their con
fidence in us they will be dealing
a blow to democracy and rolling
back to the past, returning to the
communist yoke."
When Yeltsin was asked
whether there existed an alterna
tive Russian leader if he lost the
referendum, Yeltsin said with a
wry smile, "At the moment there
is no alternative to Yeltsin."

GM Promo
(Continued from pagel)
are five student board of directors
where the students promoted who oversee all aspects of the
the Oldsmobile Achieva, Brevada project and help with coordinat
and Cutlass Supreme convertible. ing the three groups.
"Initially," said Board Director
While the hands-on experience is
beneficial to students, the pro Grant Carter, "I think a lot of us
motion offers inexpensive adver were kind of disgruntled. We
thought it was going to be impos
tisement for the dealership.
"It's beneficial to us," said sible to try and promote Cadillac
Manns. "It is also good experi to students on campus. I think a
ence for us to actually have this lot of us had negative impressions
many heads put together in one about Cadillac, which is pretty
group, coming up with inexpen consistent with what we have
sive ways to accomplish some found through our research."
Carter said that throughout
thing. It's under $2,500 to fund
the course the students have
this whole program."
The students at UOP began become familiar with the new
their efforts by researching con Cadillac models and the efforts
sumer awareness of the Cadillac. made by General Motors to
The research included surveying appeal to a younger group of con
270 people both on campus and sumers. By becoming familiar
at Vintage Car Wash. Based on with these efforts, he said that the
the results, the class decided on attitudes and perceptions of the
various strategies for increasing class toward Cadillac have
consumer knowledge of the changed.
"It's a lot easier to promote
changes that Cadillac has recently
something that you believe in,"
made.
"General Motors saw that said Carter. "If none of us had
young car buyers were moving changed our perceptions of
away from GM cars and toward Cadillac it would be hard to try to
Japanese cars," said Hoverstad. get anyone else to. As we have
"That is not good news for GM. come to appreciate what Cadillac
Once you settle on what kind of is trying to do and know that they
car you like to buy, unless some are trying to make a change of
thing terrible happens, you con their perception in the con
tinue buying that car."
sumer's eye, it is helping us to use
According to Hoverstad, some of those strategies and
General Motors is losing market things that we saw that worked
shares as a result of the increase on us for the rest of the con
of young adults buying Japanese sumers."
cars. However, the project is not
The class will test those strate
designed for the purpose of sell gies at UOP on April 20, 21 and
ing Cadillacs to UOP students, 22. Students and staff are
but making them aware of encouraged to visit the McCaffrey
changes so that they may consid Center where there will be
er Cadillac when they decide to Cadillacs for people to sit in and
purchase a vehicle.
look at, as well as a live band and
Hoverstad said that Cadillac is a raffle of prizes including a
probablv the toughest car that portable CD player.
General Motors has to promote
The following weekend the
on campus due to the student class will promote Cadillac at the
perception of the large, four door Asparagus Festival. According to
style.
Manns, the students are doing
"But Cadillacs have been very well with the project.
redesigned in response to other
"They are very brilliant peo
ple," he said. "I think that they
foreign luxury cars," he said.
The change in design is the are exceptionally bright and very
focal point of the students' efforts enthused about the project, and
in promoting. The class is divid- that is all it takes to have good
** ed into a creative staff, an events team work and to accomplish a
staff and a research staff. There goal."

Pow Wow

(Continued from page 1)
Joaquin Council for the
American Indian. The conferenceincluded Native American arti
sans, musicians and athletes.
A community resource pavil
ion also provided information on
employment opportunities,
social service and university
recruitment.

-Burglary
* Someone punched the
door locks of a vehicle parked
on North Service Road near the
levee last Tuesday. Amount of
loss is not known at this time.
* Someone entered a
Southwest Hall room window
on Thursday and took a wallet.
* A series of burglaries
occurred in residence halls
while the residents were asleep
in their unlocked rooms on
Friday.
* IWo occurred in Southwest
Hall and the loss includes a wal
let, money, CDs, a backpack, a
calculator and petty cash —
totaling $374. In each of these
cases, entry was made between
the hours of 1:30 and 8:30 a.m.

Allende
(Continued from page 1)
Shadows," "Eva Luna" and "The
Stories of Eva Luna." In her
newest book, "The Infinite Plan,"
Allende, who moved to the
United States in 1987, takes a
look at contemporary
Californians.
Although fluent in conversa
tional English, Allende said she
still thinks and writes in Spanish.
For English language editions of
her works, Allende turns her
manuscripts over to Margaret
Sayers Peden, an American trans
lator. "I don't think the transla
tion loses anything," she said.
"When I read the translation in
English, I have a fresh approach
to my work for the first time
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* A power blower was taken
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Florida s 28 community colleges
were guaranteed admission to the
university of their choice; now
hey may not get into the school
>h=y want and are force-d to
attend a second or third choice.

Individual universities are also
raising standards. One example is
Middle
Tennessee
State
University in Murfreesboro,
which has proposed increased
minimum requirements that
could go into effect in January
1994. The current standards have
existed at least 20 years, said
Clifford Gillespie, dean of admis
sion and records.
"The low standards cause me
some concern, and also our facul
ty, he said. "It's a perception
probably that just about anyone
can get in here. Our faculty
thought it was time and the
administration thought it was
time to make a change."
The current
minimum
requirements include a 2.0 grade
point average and a 19 on the
ACT. The school is proposing to
increase the minimum standards
in three categories: an honors
admission with a 3.5 grade point
average or a 26 ACT; regular
admissions with a 2.8 grade point
average or a 20 on the ACT; or a
review by committee for students
who have a 2.0-2.79 grade point
average and a 17 through 19 on
the ACT.
Gillespie said that grade infla
tion both in high schools and col
lege has made the current 2.0
grade point average "hit a low
floor. We have not kept up with
what is perceived as grade infla
tion. During the permissive
grades of the '70s, you could get a
C without doing anything. We
are seeing a lot of high school stu
dents who can't do college work."
There are currently 16,677
undergraduate and graduate stu
dents enrolled at MTSU, and that
figure is growing yearly.
"We have more and more peo
ple aspiring to go to college. The
population of the college bound
is expanding," Gillespie said.
"There are more poorly prepared

Students shop around for college
Williams
^jjege Press Service

students, so schools are dipping
down into the lower levels. Many
schools are going lower, near the
bottom, for students who aren't
better prepared for the college
experience."

nothing to suggest a remarkable
rise of applications," Hamming
said.
"The job market is bad, kids
are thinking about going to
work, and think, 'Gee, I'm going
Frank Burnett, director of the
to go to college.' They should
National Association of College
have known this their junior year
Admission Counselors in
of high school so they could pre
Alexandria, Va„ said that colleges
pare. And we have academically
and universities are trying to
talented people filling out more
respond to the national demand
applications."
for educational reform and
The Oklahoma State Regents
increased standards.
for Higher Education found that
'There are some people in the
a large percentage of students
education community who
were dropping out of the
believe colleges and universities
University of Oklahoma and
have been challenged adequately
Oklahoma State University. A
by the reform movement," study found that the students
Burnett said. "Highly selective
were not academically prepared
institutions never changed a bit. for university study, so a plan was
The moderately and least selec
enacted to increase admission
tive schools probably have to re
standards. Fall 1992 was the final
examine admission criteria. The
phase-in period of increased
dynamics are extremely volatile.
standards that began to be enact
Some of the formulas and paths ed in 1988.
that were in place five and seven
Incoming students now have
years ago are antiquated."
to have a minimum ACT score of
John Hamming, a spokesman
21 or a GPA and class ranking
with the association, said budget
that puts the student in the top
cutbacks have forced public uni
one-half of the graduating high
versities and colleges to be
school class. The other entrance
choosy about the students they
path is that the student have a 3.0
accept. "In general, states have
GPA and be in the top one-third
decided to decrease the amount
of the senior class.
of spending. In the last two years,
"By establishing standards to
there has been an absolute dollar
strive for, students would be bet
decline," he said. "Universities are ter prepared for collegiate chal
being squeezed by a bad econolenges," said Jeanie Edney,
my.
spokeswoman for the Oklahoma
With less money and more
regents. "Before, we had the
demand for space, schools are
highest dropout rate and the
looking at ways to maintain pro
lowest graduation rate in the Big
Eight. The long-term goal is to
grams, and one way is to toughen
increase graduation rates and
admission standards. An expect
decrease dropouts."
ed mini "baby boom" should hit
So what's a high school or
colleges in 1995, officials said,
community college student to
and that will put even more
do? "Study, study, study," said
strain on many schools.
Riordan, with the Florida Board
There are approximately 15.3
of
Regents. "Take a practice SAT
million students who are cur
test. Get test-taking skills maxi
rently attending college this acad
mized. Develop extracurricular
emic year, according to The
records so it appears that this is
Chronicle of Higher Education,
someone
who is interested in life.
and that number is expected to
Academically, get As and Bs.
increase consistently through
Without a record like that, stu
2000.
"There is application inflation. dents will be in competition with
people who look more attrac
Some people are saying that
tive."
applications are up, but there is

cation, admission officers say.
w<m«>
1 'hink more students are looking at private co eges
Bave Heard about state cutbacks, and private co eges
better to them," said Nancy Galece, director of adm^om; at
®°d College in Frederick, Md. "Students are app ying
„
X °°'s because they are shopping, trying to loo
or t e
^^
Applications to Hood, an all-female school, are up
P
last year, Galece said. While the school hasnt rat*ed *
«Missions standards, she said many private co e
tV of state universities since their tuition is lower than mo
P^ate schools
,But small, liberal art colleges can offer a differenttype °^du^
^experience that is better than large ^f^t four
*ate colleges can guarantee that students
attention,"
s
p ' 8«t the classes they need and receive p
ece said

> has
entering class of about ^
^ generally have an SAT score between 900 and 1.1W
a§e in

high school.
, • v,« received more
L University of Dayton, in Dayton, O' °'
-n lis entering
lesK °° aPPlicati°ns this year for the 1,65 P
applicant
SuUss. "We believe this is the
£££ ^ciate
H>
history of the university, said
0st for enrollment management
, financial considPrivate schools are finding that
and cole

W Cre StUdentS 316 aPplyin!t0fPfamUies applying to more
Pik • re aPPears to be a trend ol
, ut the high cost of
lnst
iv,
itutions because they're concerne
utjve director for
Ration," said Joyce Smith, f ^J^elors.
nal Association of College Admissions

Roommates from Hell:
A college rite of passage
Karen Neustadt
College Press Service

Jeff Schnaufer

The last thing Franklin
University student Michelle
Creighton expected to do this
semester was to have a wedding.
But when she heard the story
of Carnell Cobb and Penny Rush,
two homeless people in love and
expecting a baby, she knew it was
time to help the Columbus, Ohio
couple get married.
"They just seemed very down
to earth," said Creighton, 23, a
student in professor Cathey
Maze's sociology class that met
the couple at a panel on homelessness and poverty. "I think I
could relate to them because it
was just a string of bad luck that
brought them there."
During the panel, the students
learned that Cobb, 39, and Rush,
24, had met in 1988 and had been
laid off and held temporary jobs
ever since.
Now that she was five months
pregnant and they wanted to
marry, they could not afford a
marriage license. And without a
license, they could not even stay
homeless shelter in
at
a
Columbus.

the housing staff would throw
students together randomly,
even alphabetically, in dorm
rooms. The past decade, how
ever, has see shift to a con
sumer consciousness aimed at
keeping students satisfied.
"We know that how happy
and satisfied a student is with
his room and roommate has a
lot to do with how happy and
satisfied they are with their
whole college experience," said
Peter Armstrong, director of
residential life at Wartburg
College in Waverly, Iowa.
In spite of sophisticated
methods of roommate selec
tion, such as computerized
matching, roommate night
mares are so prevalent that col
leges now offer conflict resolu
tion procedures and special
training for resident assistants
to help bring peace to the
dorms of the 1990s.
"When I was in school in the
'60s, we thought of it as an
intellectual bootcamp... a place
where you had a dry roof and
three squares a day. If you were
from the South, you'd be
thrown in with someone from
Brooklyn. It was thought that
you would learn more from
someone from Brooklyn," said
Mac Johnson, vice president
for student affairs at Roanoke
College in Salem, Va.
In the 1990s, however, there
are sufficient challenges on
campus without being stressed
by an incompatible roommate.
Johnson's staff has offered the
Myers-Briggs personality test to
incoming students for six years,
dividing the class into general
"types" and matching up
roommates accordingly.
"In the past six years, since
giving the Myers-Briggs, the
number of roommate change
requests have dropped. Most
people are satisfied with our
choices," Johnson said.
The roommate problem is
taken so seriously at Hood
College in Frederick, Md., that
Barbara Engram, director of
counseling,
wrote
the
"Roommate
Negotiation
Workbook."
"It is only necessary (for
roommates) to understand
each other and respect each
others' rights. It is not neces
sary that you have the same
feelings, preferences and opin
ions," the book says.
Hood College offers three
procedures for roommates to
work
out
problems.
Negotiation is used when issues
are not of major importance
and when the students are not
particularly emotionally upset.
Mediation involves an out
sider and is used when negotia
tion fails and issues have
reached crisis proportions
Arbitration, the last step avail
able, is when an outsider meets
with each roommate individu
ally and sets rules that govern
the area of conflict.

Meet the Roommate from
Hell.
She borrows your white
sweater, then slips it carefully
jack in your closet—with a new
tea stain. He comes in drunk.
She flicks on the overhead light
as you are drifting off to sleep.
He plays music of questionable
taste at top decibel. She smokes;
you don't. Your lunch money
vanishes.
There is no more bitter rite
of passage than sharing space
with a disastrous roommate.
Many college students have
never bunked with a brother or
sister, much less experienced
jeing trapped with a stranger
who does things they don't
understand.
Some first-year students are
so distraught over a Roommate
from Hell that they pack their
jags and call it quits. "Come get
me," they tell bewildered par
ents.
Everyone has a horror story.
Leanne Call, a reporter for
the Western Star, the newspaper
for Western Oregon State
College in Monmouth, inter
viewed dozens of students
about their experiences for a
recent story about living situa
tions that are less than perfect.
One student said he found a
roommate rummaging through
his drawers. "I'm just looking
for drugs," she announced.
Another student came home to
find his roommate having sex
with someone—on HIS bed, no
less.
One unfortunate student
reported that his roommate did
his laundry only once the entire
semester, and an ever-growing
mountain of dirty clothes
threatened to take over the
small room.
Another student said a for
mer roommate hosted a fourday orgy in the middle of finals,
made drunken phone calls to
911 and put a vodka bottle full
of dimes in the microwave
oven.
One former college student
"It came out that every time
recalled an unexpected guest for
they saved up money for a
two weeks—her roommate's
license, it was winter and they
boyfriend, who camped out on
spent it on a motel room," said
the floor. Then there was the
Bob Paberg, a minister who
Irish Setter and his owner, clev
directed the panel discussion.
erly hidden from the resident
Creighton was so moved by
advisors, who took up residence
the couple's story that she imme
in the suite next door.
diately volunteered to pay the $35
Still another nightmare
for the marriage license. Soon all
roomie had a penchant for
23 students in the class were
making harassing calls to the
emptying their pockets and mak
girlfriend of a policeman for
ing plans to help the couple.
whom she had developed a
Rings, wedding clothes, flow
"Fatal Attraction" obsession.
ers, cake and punch for the recep
What's a student to do?
tion were paid for with several
"Learning to live with room
hundred dollars in donations
mates, to share, is part of the
from faculty and students. "It
college experience," said Adrian
worked out really well,"
Schiess, director of freshman
Creighton said. "People were
programs at Xavier University
donating $25 per person." The
in Cincinnati.
wedding was held in Mount
Until the 1970s, say officials,
Olivet Baptist Church on Feb. 19.
The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. Harry Anthony, a 45Get Enterpricing.1
year-old student in Maze's class.
Now students are working to
help Cobb get a job and perma
We know that having the nght transportation can make or break yoa
nent housing for the couple.
holiday plans. That's why we offer Enterpricing™ holiday
Creighton wants to continue her
like just $14.99 per day
for most compact and midsize cars
Myl"
commitment to the couple and
I /I
when you rent for at least 4 davs
•
150 aula free
c tine GVt products like this For
between April 9 through April19
their new baby long after the class
•JBb JL id
This rate includes 150 miles free
is over.
per day with overmileage at 15c per mile. Our optional damage
waiver is_available at only $9.00 per day. Offer valid at
"I plan on being a godmother
both Stockton locations Rate subject to availability.
ENTERPRISE
or frequent baby-sitter," she said.
RENT-A-CAR
N. Stockton 473-7744
S. Stockton 462-5900

23 classmates throw wedding
for Ohio homeless couple
College Press Service

^plications to liberal arts colleges are generally rising this year as
$ school seniors and transfer students shop arount or co eges
not only fit their academic needs but are willing to give
d.
As state university systems increase admission standards,m
Jknts are also applying to liberal arts colleges for their ig
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The Pacifican wishes everyone a
great Spring Break 1993!

WE HAVE A HOLIDAY PACKAGE JIMSKPU.
Calif amu
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Pacific Market offers

more fresh musk

Where can you go to hear some of the newest and most ch^ing
musical sounds in the world today? To see the slap of st^g
^
bass? To hear beautiful shapes composed with frac a g
Qunds?

encounter a "Quoq," or hear a viola float in a sea o e^ec r
Market;
You can find all this on your sonic stroll throug
Fresh Music From Around the World." Pacific Market, toTed
*7
e
c
tm§
Curt Veeneman, is the UOP Conservatory of Musics * '
.
and lecture series devoted to the most recent in sound. The upcom g
musical marketplace may be found in Faye Spanos oncer
p.m., Tuesday, April 20.
The
eclectic program »
is -/
by —
New York comp ,
1 he featured
teaturea work
worn on
on the
me cv.-cs.us.
er Charles Dodge. "Viola Elegy," a lyrical dialogue be^een vao^ ^
computer-generated sounds, is shaped by the fractal geomet y
Benoit Mandelbrot. Virtuoso violist Polly Burkholder, who as giv ^
a number of American and West Coast premiers, is the composers
personally recommended performer of Viola Elegy. S e wi a s
perform a solo viola tour de force by Robert Suderburg, "Solo Music
II: Ritual Cycle of Lyrics and Dances." At 7:30 p.m., in a pre-concer
lecture-demonstration, Burkholder will treat the audience to specia

, ,he performance
insights into the p

1.Arrested Development —
"Mama's Always on Stage"
2. Stereo MC's — "Connected"
3. Dig —"I'll Stay High"
4. A.T.S. — "Gou Pina"
5. Sonic Youth — "Sugar Kane"

Schmoo Top 5
1. Tom Jones — "What's New
Pussycat"
2. Shonen Knife — "Antonio
Baka Guy"
3. Suede — "Metal Mickey"
4. Velocity Girl — "Crazy
Town"
5. Henry Mancini — " Moon
River Cha Cha"

Pacific Singers
present spring
concert tonight
Kristen Kraemer
Guest Writer
A special spring concert will
be presented by the Pacific
Singers
of
the
UOP
Conservatory of Music. This
program, conducted by Shinik
Hahm, director of choral activi
ties at the University, will take
place on Thursday, April 8, at 8
p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.
The program includes Francis
Poulene's "Mass in G major for
A Capella Choir," along with a
variety of Renaissance motets,
spirituals and 20th century
music. Other works on the pro
gram include: "O Magnum
Mysterium" by Thomas Luis de
Victoria; "Ave Maria" by Joaquin
Des Pres; "Warm-up" by
Leonard Bernstein; "Riseup, My
Love, My Fair One" by Healey
Willan; "I'm going to sing," a
spiritual arranged by Alice
Parker and Robert Shaw; "Let
Me Fly," a spiritual arranged by
Robert DeCormier (tenor solo
by Jeffrey Woolsey); and "Feller
from Fortune," arranged by
Harry Somers.
General admission for the
concert is $3 or free to UOP stu
dents and children 12 and under.
For more information, call
(209)946-2415.

The Pacifican
Is Still
Accepting
Applications
For Editorial
Positions
•Work For Money
•Earn Units
Applications Can Be Picked
Up At The Pacifican
3rd Floor, Hand Hall

Senior Staff Writer
The UOP Conservatory of
Music Opera Theatre will present
scenes from Georges Bizet's
"Carmen" and Gian-Carlo
Menofti's "Amelia Goes to the
Ball" on Saturday, May 1 at 8
p.m., and Sunday, May 2 at 2
p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.
"Carmen," first produced in
1875, will be sung in French and
will be utilizing subtitles in

English for the audience.
Stocktonians Raquel Esparza,
Ron Schrieve and Juanita Jones
will be featured as the volup
tuous gypsy Carmen, the tor
mented Don Jose and the angelic
Micaela, respectively.
Menotti's first opera, "Amelia
Goes to the Ball," set during
Chicago's Roaring '20s era, will
feature Richelle Triglia as Amelia,
Matthew Castle as her husband,
Mark Jackson as her lover and
Jussi Buckbee as the police chief.
Directed by Mark Ross Clark and
musically directed by George

r tne cuuss.. ,
.
f ,
'0n%i
T TOP students may attend tree ot charge.

concerund lecture-demonstration will be held ,n Faye Spmo Co

Following the service, The
Annual
Heritage Society
Luncheon will feature an address
by Dr. Robert Armour, assistant
general secretary of the United
Methodist Board of Higher
Education and Ministry in
Nashville, Tenn.
The University encourages
students, faculty and administra
tors to participate in celebrating
UOP's past.
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CAMPUS EVENTS

the merrymaking. As the fire
reached its zenith and the
debauchery climaxed, a lutist was
brought out and the Celts
danced. The repertoire consisted
of many Tom Jones covers
("What's New Pussycat" being a
particular favorite).
It is for this reason that we cel
ebrate our DJ's ancestry by par
taking in Tom Jones every
Wednesday at 11 p.m. Keep lis
tening to the Schmoo show for
giveaways and general obnoxious
behavior.

Buckbee, the program will also
feature costumes fashioned by
the Stockton Opera's costume
designer, Richard de Marcos.
General admission is $6.
UOP students and children 12
and under will be admitted to
the program free of charge. For
more information, call (209)
946-2415.
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Annual Founders Day scheduled
The Office of Church
Relations and Alumni Student
Recruitment is holding its annual
Founders Day on April 22. The
planned events include chapel
service at noon, Heritage Society
Luncheon at 1:15 p.m. and stu
dent-faculty basketball game at 4
p.m.
During the service President
Bill L. Atchley will speak on the
theme, "Founders of the Future."
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Why Tom J o n e s i s G o d
Every Wednesday at 11 p.m. you
Sam Wick
can find Tom Jones on KPAC. My
roommate (Dan the Man) has
Guest Writer
been asking me the same question
Psssssst! Psssssst! Hey you! for the whole semester, "Sam, why
Pssssst! Yeah, I'm talking to you! do you play Tom Jones at 11
Hah, made you look. Well now p.m.?" Well, it all goes back to an
that you've been snookered and ancient Celtic tradition that was
took the bait, why not read the celebrated on the shortest day of
whole column. Hear your the year. This tradition involved
esteemed author explore the lat the ritualistic slaughtering of pigs,
est musical trends (or shamelessly wine made of rutabagas and cop
ulation under the stars. The Celts
promote KPAC and his show
Schmoo which is on every were music lovers and a local
Wednesday 10 to midnight). lutist was retained to accompany

these technically

works.
•11 also present a musical depiction 0f
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Market will
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Assistant professor, Curt Veeneman, directs Pacific Market.
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Matthew Kolken
Opinio0

Editor

Give Me a Break!

any of you wondered why we're still here? At school I mean
•
every
other university in the civilized world already returned
t
0
L their spring break? My question: why do the students at UOP
,|sl century,
t0 wait until halfway through April to get a little vacation time?
" fW ComPfct d ^H
d Our spring break, tor those of you out there keeping score, has got to
re providing coup^ at
s f°rk on the average at least a week or two after every other school in

"Pnng break, „„„

r",,on'<'p-m.f

Have

°meT««

ncert lecture-H

United StatCS'

^

3S

'T

concerned' this

is just not right. It

C fnS,V°
e our sPrin8 break in the middle of
end free of ch Cm°nstrati0 amply does nott
lrge. t. .
...
n" "arce
ri| and y0u know what? I m going to tell you why.
Ap"
ie
,n Paye Span,
0s Co,
First of all, burnout. I've been walking around like a zombie for at
'nee.
jSt two weeks now. I feel like a little kid opening the doors of the
[ershey's Christmas calendar waiting for the morning when I finally
„,open my presents. Maybe it's just me, but I don't think so. I've
(n the warning signs around campus. The "I've-slept-in, late-to-

ENTS

, too-lazy-to-take-a-shower-so-I'll-just-throw-on-a-hat" look.

dancers Callison

10 p.m.

tfrey Center Theatre,

meeting, W101,
ffrey Center Theatre,

0

I

smore and more common these days, or haven t you noticed? It's a
|-tale sign of burnout if ever I've seen one. Just take a look around
d I'm sure you'll agree. I've got a theory that the administration at
OP is plotting against the students. God forbid, it may even be a
mmunist plot. They are trying to lull us into a state of perpetual
jredom so that we will actually attend some of the school-sponred activities that they produce. It's just a theory,
m sick and tired of watching MTV's spring break marathon
ows at Daytona Beach from the confines of my Stockton apartent. I don't know about, you but "all I want to do is zoom a zoom
jom zoom in a boom boom." Seriously though, I have gotten
isolutely nothing accomplished during these last four days before
ication. There is only so much that one man can take. I've gone
giously to my lab science all semester, so please just let me have
me peace of mind already. Even in prisons you can get time off for
ood behavior. I think that by mid-April we've collectively served our
tntence and deserve to be let out on our own recognizance. How
an you argue with such irrefutable logic?
Now onto an issue of practicality. Most of my professors schededthe due dates for major projects, i.e., mid-terms and term
apers, a week or two ago. At least my professors have started lecturon fresh material that we will be held accountable for when we
ton from spring break. In a couple of my classes I have tests or
ipers due within a week after returning from vacation. After 10
lys of alcoholic binging at my favorite spring break location, I have
gut feeling that the material that I've learned and haven't been testItdon will not be fresh in my mind when I return. Matter of fact, the
riy thing that will be fresh is the smell of stale beer spilled on my
washed cloths. Does this mean that I am supposed to bring my
oks with me while I vacation? "Not gonna do it." There should be
11th written commandment that states, "Thou shalt party hard
ting spring break and forget that school even exists." It's a rule that
lived my life by and has proved highly successful in the past. You
®'t argue with results,
any of you have read this far, I've either completely offended you
made you question our paper's journalistic integrity. So be it. In a
hours I'll be on a plane flying off to an unrevealed destination
will be out of harm's way. Still, the point remains, why do we
to wait until halfway through summer vacation to enjoy our
Jhng break? There are some questions that even I cannot answer,
comes to no great shock to most engineers, but even still, I am
at a loss.

HE GOD MACHINE

The Opinion Page's
Top Ten list
by
Matthew Kolken

Prom the home offices in Buffalo, New
where my snow balls are freezing, ^
6re are the top ten places that I would u
°v'sit for my spring break.
0fk,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,
I wish to recommend the
incoming editorial board of The
Pacifican an end to a prospective
(prespective?) source of abuse.
This is an inherent conflict of
interests in allowing the Opinion
Editor to determine what letters
are published.
On March 15 I submitted a
letter which objected to Matt

Kolken's implicit attack on Dr.
Fletcher of the School of
Engineering (March 11 issue) as
illogical and arrogant. Needless
to say, that letter was not pub
lished.
Although I am certain Kolken
may cite (site?) space require
ments as the reason, it should be
noted that lengthier letters than
mine have been run and that
space has always been found to
To the Opinion Editor,
I welcome the opportunity to
respond to the opinion editorial
which appeared in the March 23
issue of The Pacifican, regarding
the location of a pub on campus.
This issue has been considered by
several committees and has been
the subject of several class pro
jects. On the surface it may
appear to be a good idea, from a
student point view, but it should
be made clear that the University
does not sell alcohol to students
for a number of very good rea
sons.
• Most students at UOP are
not of legal drinking age.
Ensuring that alcohol is sold in a
pub setting only to students of
legal drinking age would be
extremely difficult. Tight con
trols could mean that most stu
dents would not be able to use
the facility. Since space is at a pre
mium, it would be hard to justify
the limited use of such space for
this purpose.

11.99 CD 7.99

pledge.
women are
8. Little Rock, Arkansas, where the
men and the men wear fuchsia.
Z. Berkeley, to get a tan Wittt the Naked >GuY
6- Oregon, to go hunting for the
P
that t
5. Stanford, to see the Samples conce

4-Atfant to get a head start on the Super
Bowl
XXVIII pre-game hype.
notatoes.
3- Idaho, because I just love
because "I
2. Willy Wonka's Chocolate Factory,
want an oompa loompa now.
It And the No.1 place that Iwould "ke 4° 9
Opting break...
THflO

I - Buffalo, New York, lust because I can

• The University would face a
contradiction between an incen
tive to sell large quantities of
alcohol (to make money) and
the negative behavioral problems
from being successful at it. In
addition, while we are all con
cerned about drinking and dri
ving, the assumption that stu
dents of legal drinking age all live
on campus is incorrect.
Therefore, students driving to
their off campus residences
would be just as great a concern.
• Selling alcohol to students
would counter to trends. In
recent years it can be document
ed that student use has declined
both at Pacific and across the
country. We see fewer serious
problems from alcohol misuse
on our campus. We have no
desire to reverse that trend.
• We have mounted a very
aggressive alcohol education pro
gram thanks to the assistance of
two FIPSE grants. The R.O.A.D.
program (Responsible Options
to Alcohol and Drugs) has high

this power and been able to use
his position to attack opposing
viewpoints, such as Dr.
Fletcher's, without an opportuni
ty for response.
I am dying (dyeing?) to see if
this letter will survive Mr.
Kolken's petulant puerility.

Mel Thomas
Department of Classics
visibility on the campus and has
sponsored many very successful
educational programs on the
misuse of alcoholic beverages.
Establishing a pub on the cam
pus would, I think, confuse the
message which the University is
trying to transmit through its
various alcohol education pro
grams.
• And finally, there is no evi
dence to support the notion that
such a pub would in any way be
cost effective, particularly in light
of licensing regulations and
increased liability.
I would be more than happy
to discuss this subject with any
members of the University com
munity who wish to pursue it
further. I appreciate this oppor
tunity to outline why the
University has not moved in this
direction and has no plans to do
so.
Sincerely,
Judith M.Chambers
Vice President, Student Life

The Pacifican encourages letters to the editor on both topics covered
in the newspaper as well as concerns on campus. The Pacifican
reserves the right to edit all submitted materials for length, libel and
clarity. All submissions must be typed, less than 300 words and clear
ly signed with a verifiable signature, and telephone number. Please
submit letters at least one week before publication to The Pacifican,
Attn. Opinion Editor, third floor Hand Hall.

10. Death Valley, so I can get a head start
next geology lab.
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9- ^resident
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not
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someone other
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disseminate his own "Top Ten
Reasons..." column. In fact, I
doubt that my letter went any
where except to his "circular file."
The effect (affect?) of permit
ting the Opinion Editor to
choose letters for publication is
to give him control over the
expression of opinions contrary
to his own, which is hardly equi
table.
Moreover, Kolken has abused
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Chemistry research
hopes to help people

Spring break is here to stay!
Allie McHugh
Feature Editor
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By Michelle Gillette
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BRAVE, LOVING CHOICE
• YOU
/
choose
/
the adoptive
M
parents
M
• YOU make ALL
%
the choices,
1
not outsiders,
J agencies or lawyers
f
• Future contact with
r
your child, if you choose
• Free counseling and legal
support at one non-profit center
» Birth-related expenses covered

A childhood dream

/

Mollie Tobias

i

V

We care about YOU
and your baby.

ALL AMERICAN
MAILBOX RENTALS

COMPLETE PRIVATE MAILBOX & SERVICE CENTER

MAILBOX RENTALS • 24 HR ACCESS

MAIL FORWARDED ANYWHERE

UPS - SHIPPING BOXES I SUPPLIES

NOTARY PUBLIC

. , Conveniently Located in Venetian Square
S
ATMARCn LN. & PERSHING AVE.
4555 N- PERSHING AVE. NO 33
|S
1

PHONE 477-7557

INDEPENDENT WMI]
ADOPTION HSJSjjsj
CENTER ITMIM'
lathtf &

adtptbn HL»a*2|9

Lm vary ualrby-atati. Certain types ol adopllon
may no) Da avaiiabie In your state.

"

Guest Writer

J

10 years of open adoption
experience
Call Kerry Sunseri
1-800-877-OPEN

Havasu
MTV
Palm Springs
travel

party
Passover
relax
relief
San Felipe

Chinese Cuisine

Mon-Sat
11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
3202 Pacific Ave.
466-4108

53

Scoreboard keeper for Men's
and Women's volleyball and bas
ketball games, avid swimmer and
a local volunteer, Professor
Robert Weston Dash is involved
in many aspects of community
and campus life. Dash is the
senior professor of Spanish in
modern languages and literature,
and the director of the University
honors program. He has been
teaching at UOP for 29 years.
Dash grew up in northern
Ohio with his parents and older
sister. "I became interested in
teaching by a wonderful high
school Spanish teacher who real
ly motivated me, and opened me
up to a whole new world." When
sending applications for a teach
ing position, Dash said, "I
thought of UOP because of the
comfortable environment. I used
to visit my grandparents in
Stockton when I was nine years

old and ever since
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Relive the '80s in Oblivion
1

-uenburg

I lory °f'80s roc
"iyou always dreamed of making the perfect mix tape' Well
,, forget it now, because this album is all you've ever dreamed of
^The
album I am spealong of is "Living in Oblivion - The
greatest Hits. It includes such greats as "Too Shy," "Talk Talk"
"Always Something There To Remind Me." I could go on to list
v single song and you would know and love them all, but I don't
< t to bore you. It encompasses many of the hits of the early MTV
f Ve and modern dance-rock time.
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first ^—

fhis isan a'^um l^atis Perfect f°r everyone's collection. It plays
(1 at parties or even singing in your car at the top of your lungs.

•jjdes, h°w can you pass up an alf)Um with songs like "Turning
ese" and "I Eat Cannibals?" You just can't, so go check it out
. l Es. If you like this album as much as I think you will, you'll be glad
I,^ow that Vol. 2 of "Living in Oblivion" will be coming out someie this summer.
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is alive...with the Sound of Music
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So said Julie Andrews in the
[vie "The Sound of Music."
actually she said "hills." But,
The sound of glorious
1C is happening right here in
:kton on Friday, April 9, at
1 Lakes Baptist Church dura special Good Friday
»ning musical choral cantata
esentation entitled "In The
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DRAMA
April 2-18 — "Dracula"
lockton Civic Theatre, 473-2424)
April 14-25 — "Annie" (Golden
He Theatre, (415)776-1999 or
W)762-BASS)
tyril 18 — Auditions for
"s° (2 p.m., Asian American
ipertory Theatre, Dance Studio,
iHigh School, 464-0347)
tyril 27-May 9 — "Jesus Christ
!Perstar" (Orpheum Theatre,
"5)776-1999 or (510)762-BASS)
' 7-23 — "Taking Steps"
,8ckton Civic Theatre, 473-2424)
May 11.23 — "Evita" (Golden
*Theatre, (415)776-1999)
ne 18-27 — "Walls," Asian
Jeiican Repertory Theatre
"ilio Silva Auditorium, Stagg
V School, 464-0347)
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The concert will begin at 7
p.m. on April 9, and will last a lit
tle over an hour. No offering will
be taken, and the concert is
entirely free!
Both the choir and the orches
tra are also open for new mem
bers If anyone is interested they
may just call the church and leave
a message or ask for Jim Altizer.
Quail Lakes Baptist Church is
located at 1904 Quail Lakes
Drive, and the phone number is
951-7380.

ENTERTAINMENT
CALENDAR

O

zasu
V
m Springs

by Bill and Gloria Gaither, and
span all the way from the Garden
of Eden to the Garden of Tombs.
The main soloists in the canta
ta are John and Arden Sleadd,
Brenda Blythe, Jill Kimzey, Dave
Matthews, Brett Garton and
Mark Hockhalter.

DANCE
April 16-18 — "Cinderella,"
Bolshoi West Academy of Dance
(Warren Atherton Auditorium,
477-4141 or 467-1440)
ART

Spring Fine Art Show (Amador
County Artists Association; P.O.
Box 358; Jackson, Ca. 95642)
May 14-22 — Semor/Jun or

Studio Exhibition (Reynolds

' .1Sn7 C'3SS'C
features Robin Williams' voice as Aladdin's
rue ien . Also, it has a great soundtrack to go along with it.
°n * ow what you re thinking if you haven't seen this movie yet!
T .
It is great! Don't let it slip by. * * * *
"Born Yesterday"
An entertaining twist on the old Pygmalion plot. Melanie Griffith
p ays a showgirl whose boyfriend (John Goodman) decides that she
nee s efinite tutoring, which is provided conveniently by Don
o nson. This movie is funny and entertaining, well worth your
money. * * *
"Bom Yesterday" stars Melanie Griffith as a Vegas showgirl, John Goodman
as her millionaire boyfriend and Don Johnson as her tutor.

"CB4"
Middle class black kids decide they want to pose as tough gangsters
on the street. This movie is like a bad "Airplane" sequel. Very cheesy. *
"Crying Game"
Starring Stephen Rea and Miranda Richardson, "The Crying Game"
makes for both a wonderful love story and thriller. It's very good, but is
definitely not your average movie, so have an open mind. * * * *
"Falling Down"
A defense worker goes over the edge when the city life gets to be too
much. This movie is both disturbing and provocative. It definitely will
leave you thinking about our society today. * * *
"A Far Off Place"
Two teenagers get lost in the wilds of Africa, and are then guided by
a native. This movie is very typical of Disney, a little on the unrealistic
and "cute" side. But if that's what you like, then go for it. * *
"A Few Good Men"
A defense attorney must protect his clients, who are two Marines
accused of murder. Stars Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson and Demi
Moore. Nicholson did a superb job, basically carrying this movie. It
would not have been the same without him. * * *

Michael Douglas stars as an ordinary man who has gone over the edge in
"Falling Down."

"Groundhog Day"
Bill Murray is a weatherman condemned to live the same day over
and over until he lives it right. Although the beginning is a little annoy
ing because of its repetitiveness, "Groundhog Day" is very lighthearted
and entertaining. * * *

"Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey"
AH I've got to say, is if you're a sucker for cute animals, then go see
this movie. It's very Disney-ish. * *
"Married To It"
This movie is about the trials and tribulations of married life, some
times funny, sometimes sad. Although it begins slowly, it has a touch
ing combination of heartbreak and humor. * *

Bridget Fonda stars in "Point of No Return" as a convicted killer forced to join
a covert government agency which specializes in assassinations.

"Point of No Return"
Bridget Fonda stars as a convicted drug addict/murderer who is
offered a chance to live if she joins a covert government agency special
izing in assassinations. A reasonably good fast-paced thriller, but noth
ing to get excited about. I would suggest renting its foreign counterpart
"La Femme Nikita" before you bother seeing this/ *

..oil

"The Best of Pink

* * * *. Great! You must see this movie!
* * * - You'll probably like this movie.
* * - Wait until you can rent it if you really want to see it.
* - Don't bother seeing this even if it comes to the McCaffrey Theater and
you can see it for free.

"adi-D 8 — "Oldies but Goodies
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In "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III," the turtles travel back in time to res
cue their friends.

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN FASHION!

NEW YORK FASHION TOUR!

j i! _ _
» k a Uiminaiie r \ f f
aohir»n inrlii/iir
An overview and introduction into the business of fashion, including
business ownership, retailing today, buying, merchandising, and
careers in the fashion world.
3 Units
.•

ORIGINSOFFASHION

CoUeg%p ,lS~-o;
(

J,une.

"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III"
The turtles travel through time to 17th century France. If you're
over the age of six, don't even bother seeing this movie. *

~

Ho^USershow«.^';-

,

Richard Gere stars as a Civil War veteran who returns home only to
be suspected as an imposter. Also starring Jodie Foster, it's an interest
ing movie except for the lame, rather confusing ending. * *

|viTPnnl 1CT1QN TO FASHION MERCHANDISING

OTHER EVENTS

May

"Aladdin"

FASHION SUMMER COURSES!

Gallery, UOP)

P

gntertainment Editor

"Sommersby"

March 23-April 23 - Patti
Schneider, calligraphy (American
River College, Sacramento)
March 28-April 30 — LeRoy
Neiman
(Bowles/Sorokko
Galleries, (415)441-8008)
April 23 —• Reception for Paula
Overbay, encaustic painter (7 p.m
UOP Art Gallery)
Mayl& 2 - l H h Annua

P

•< At the movies &

"Hear No Evil"
Marlee Matlin stars as a deaf woman who is the target of a murder.
"Hear No Evil" carries the suspense and won't lose your attention. * * *

Sherwood Executive Center,
(209)941-8805)
April 22 & 29 — Opera
Personae (7:15 p.m., Le Bistro, 9564816)
April 25 — 23rd Annual Henry
Holt Opera Scholarship auditions
(Foothill College, Los Altos Hills;
P.O. Box 1714; Palo Alto, Ca.
94302)

.
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a oirvev of costume from the ancient world to the present. A study
. ..

c „i—Cultural, economic.

and sociological factors are examined as well as individual and social

ideals of beauty.

3 Un,ts

WAPPPr>PF PI ANNING
~ "T^^icseminar course designed to assist with image presentation,
ffi-depth guidance in wardrobe planning: purchasing, fit, and style.
ri OTHlMrT CONSTRUCTION
TTTsed study on the selection and use of sewing equipment, fabrics
H items' interpretation and use of commercial patterns, pattern
iterations, and construction techniques. Careers in the sewing
industry are also discussed
Units

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 DAYS, 5 NIGHTS IN NEW YORK!
SEE BEHIND-THE-SCENES OF THE FASHION INDUSTRY!
Spend a week in New York City and meet designers, retail and
advertising executives, boutique owners, fashion photographers,
models, magazine editors, and more!
See a Broadway show!
Tour Manhattan and shop the finest stores in the world: Trump
Tower, Fifth Avenue, Soho, the garment district!
Estimated cost is $465 + airfare!
Are you interested?

For more information about the New York Tour or summer courses,
fill out the following form and send it to San Joaquin Delta College,
Fashion Department, 5151 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA. 95207.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
PHONE
Send more information about

New York

Summer Courses

PORTS

What's next for the Lady Tigers?

What would you /T)
for $53,000 a da>ftb"'

Women's Basketball received national attention during 92-93 season

What students would do for Barry

Matt Neuenburg

Matt Neuenburg

• a the two tough
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Beach State.

Sports Editor
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Falling one point away from
potential post-season play, the
Women's Basketball team has
plenty to be proud of during the
season. A successful year on sev
eral different levels, the Lady
s
el I'
. Rebe|s set
five years. That's over eight million dollars a vtat
Tigers did not only post the sec
" Zm a game. Students were asked what was the
U ^ inning;
ond best overall record in Pacific
thing they would do for approximately $52,950 and 62
Anne Bishop
history, but a strong nucleus has
'
f the four
E 162 days?
been left behind geared for fur
nougn
su..w
answers
couldn't
be
printed
due
tor
J
lived
enuAj
& Though some
ther fruition.
•*' defecation and synonyms.put. won dn, have br h,
d jn
In her fifth year at UOP, head
J ments justice, most answers were offbeat, comical and a!m«, > fth
„d
they
pr<
a
coach Melissa DeMarchi per
of the money. Some even left then names on then papers,^ as the Tigers co
formed remarkably, guiding the
o ask them about their answers.
their offense falling
Tigers to six more wins than the
Eric
Levine
would
run
naked
from
Los
Angeles
to
New
jfoO
uGP offense i
previous season, ending with a
Jon
Wilson
would
pick
chewing
gum
up
off
the
asphalt
in
part
jn the second ga
19-7 overall regular season
Tine Freil leaves Pacific second on the NCAA all-time career assist list.
for
the
money.
Jock
McNeill
would
take
it
upon
himself
to
sh^
yt Up a four
y
bu
record and 12-6 in the Big West.
Imelda Marcos' shoes, and speaking of Imelda Marcos, K.P.C
into the botto
It was the first overall winning
This transition should run would become an erotic belly dancer. In the sporting world:,unth, it didn't look
element
for
a
successful
team.
assists
in
her
collegiate
career.
season in 10 years.
Just what did Pacific succeed at smoothly and the Tigers might McHugh would actually wear a Dodgers hat however Dodgerfc." Tigers, until a te;
The 12 conference victories She is the only player in NCAA
not even skip a beat with the tal Hobson would even go as far as routing for the Giants. u in four runs to tie
this year? Impressive win streaks
marked a new school record for history to rank in the top 15 for
ent
they possess in the forward Kaufman about his plan of hiring a sniper to kill everyonehejj
of
nine
and
five
games
in
a
row.
both assists and steals. She'll
remair
conference wins in a single sea
sCOre
and
center positions. Lainie then create his own Mafia, set up headquarters in Costa Rico,an^ hout the extra ir
Those
wins
included
a
victory
leave
the
Big
West
conference
as
son. DeMarchi inherited a team
oUg
Bebber's star status at Pacific has own Greece and several small tropical islands. Heck, I'd^y
over UNLV in Las Vegas, the first
that was destined for nowhere in/ the all-time steals and assists
the game was •
just begun to shine, and com
such win over the Lady Rebels for
1988, and has turned that team leader as well. Her mark for
$49,763 and 21 cents a day. Robert L. West, III would slap hisn ( darkness, and Pa
bined with Natasha McAtee's fine
Pacific, let alone on the road.
around into one of the finest in assists should stand for a long
though that would prove that he wouldn't live one day to sperVarded a tie againsi
shooting percentage, it's possible
UOP also gained attention from
time, as she is leading the second
the league.
Ron Lyles wasn't able to think of anything due to his already full^ked Lady Rebels,
the national media, receiving 15 to have both Tigers shooting near
Her success has sprung from a place player by over 500 assists,
experience. "This is useless for me," Ron said. "I'm over 40ant;ore was 4-4. UOP
60% from the floor. If '92 fresh
votes from the AP Poll.
strong recruiting program and and no active player is even close
already done the most outrageous things and still never got paidtrnd team to not lose
man standout Brandi Ashmore
It was the first such honor for
instilling an instinct for solid to that level.
Sam Wick came up with the ringer though, for he would go out j,0 has lost only on
the Women's Basketball program. returns to action along with this
Dirac led Pacific in the
team play.
limb and be David Koresh's Bible study "pard-ner."
During the home game against year's impressive freshman
rebound department, despite sit
Many of her achievements on
Others were a little more anonymous in their responses. Ha»
UC Irvine, the Tigers had an Shannon Reed, the interior pres
the court could be linked to the ting out five games with a
some of the examples. "I would lull generally good people, likeIljV ll V 111
incredible .702 field goal percent ence of Pacific will be among the
first ever foreign recruits for strained calf muscle. Averaging
Teresa and Letterman, without remorse." A person big on t
age, the single game best in the toughest in the league.
Pacific, Tine Freil and Annette eight boards and 13.2 points a
claimed that he would move to Bosnia. One student said he*
DeMarchi has already become
'.life McHugh
NCAA this year.
Dirac. The "Danish Duo" have game, second on the team, it will
make it to class on time, while a professor replied that he i
the coach with the most winnings
With the Danish Duo depart
be difficult for DeMarchi to
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with
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spe
turnaround during their four replace the leadership skills Dirac
though an Archite later wrote that he would join SAE (maybe). Oi
cialist Jacklyn O'Connor, will surely keep padding those
and Freil brought to the floor.
year service at UOP.
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DeMarchi has prepared the numbers as Pacific sizes up well
Freil became the second That's something no stat sheet
nude, and the answers sink lower from there.
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for the next season of play.
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Pacific falls
to No. 1
Pepperdine

Ten students
predict final four

One in a hundred makes it count

Christian Collins

Matt Neuenburg

Senior Staff Writer

Sports Editor

The Pacific Men's Volleyball
team went to Southern California
this weekend to face the number
one ranked team in the nation,
Pepperdine University. UOP lost
in three games 8-15, 3-15 and 515. Leading the team for kills was
senior Darren Lance with 14,
while freshman David Ottenfeld
knocked down 13 kills himself.
The Tigers' next match pitted
them against Loyola Marymount
University on the following day,
where they also lost in three
games 10-15, 11-15 and 10-15.
Lance again led Pacific with 15
kills. In what seemed like a repeat
performance, Ottenfeld followed
Lance's efforts with 14 kills.
The Tigers worked as a team
against Pepperdine. "I thought
we played well," said Lance. "It's
tough to compete at that level."
Pepperdine overwhelmed UOP
with several experienced players
and game strategies. "Going into
the game, we knew it would be
tough since we were playing
against the number one team in
the nation," said Ottenfeld.
"They did not really make any
mistakes. They were good."
Against Loyola Marymount,
the Tigers came up a little short
and weren't able to pull out the
games. "We played better at
Pepperdine than at LMU," said
Ottenfeld.
"I think we played down to
their level (LMU)," said Lance.
"We started out playing well, but
we didn't have that killer instinct.
It's the lack of experience in our
team."

After the extensive Final Four survey two weeks, only a few peo
ple remained in the hunt for psychic perfection. Out of nearly 100
surveys, a paltry 10 showed the proper intuition calling for
Kentucky, Michigan, North Carolina and the upset of Kansas over
Indiana. The final test stemmed from which team will walk away
with it all.
Derrick Miller, Tayt Baldwin, and Kendra McCord chose
Michigan to finish the mission they began last year. Rick Carrigan,
Emma Park, Aaron Brown, Andi Christoff and Gilbert Schedler feel
it's Kentucky's time to claim the prize. Amazingly, only two people
stood a chance to be the sole survivors in the prediction game.
Robert "Tai" Decano stood behind the final number one team in
the nation by picking the Tar Heels to win another title for coach
Dean Smith. The one person putting his money on the upset was
Jim Ricketts, choosing Kansas to wind up as the National
Champions.
The semi-finals on Saturday eliminated Kentucky and Kansas
from the big dance. This left one person with the chance to be the
sole psychic, and Monday night proved Mr. Decano right. In the
most exciting final game since Indiana took it from Syracuse, North
Carolina claimed another championship for Dean Smith in the
Superdome.
Hats off to Robert "Tai" Decano for making the call two weeks
ago. You may only be one in hundred at Pacific, but that makes
you one in a million in the real world.

Pacific athlete goes professional
Christopher Dillow
Guest Writer
His junior year of high school
his head football coach laughed
at the suggestion of him playing
college ball in the United States.
He merely said, "You couldn't
make it." He believed he could,
so he hopped in his car and drove
six hours from Quebec, Canada
to Syracuse University to express
his enthusiasm for playing ball
there, but Peter Miller just wasn't
what Syracuse was looking for at
that time.
The coach was so impressed
though, that he called his friends
at Boston University and set up
an interview between them. So
off on another road trip he went,
except that halfway into his trip
his car didn't show the same
amount of enthusiasm for dri-

ving as he did in football.
Miller was not going to be
denied. He spent all but ten dol
lars of his savings account to buy
a bus ticket to Boston and ended
spending the night on the mercy
of a friendly Bostonian who
couldn't stand to watch him
freeze in the bitter Boston winter.
In an effort to make his senior
year his best, he neglected his
studies, however, and that cost
him a full ride to Boston College.
Luckily, UOP discovered him at
the College of the Sequoias--a
junior college in Southern
California where he sharpened
his academic abilities as well as
his athletic ones.
Miller is, as of yet, the only
Pacific football player to have
been drafted by a professional
football team. The Saskatchewan
Roughriders of the Canadian
football league drafted him last
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to haunt UOP in the second
game as well. After scoring a run
in the first inning, the Tigers
were held scoreless, while the
49ers produced another four-run
inning in the fifth on their way to
a 5-1 victory.

Another pitching duel with
Lopez in the middle occurred the
following day against Long
Beach. Once again the game was
forced into extra innings after
seven innings had passed with
only a 1-1 score. The 49ers
rocked Pacific in the eighth how
ever, scoring four runs. Pacific
had trouble hitting the ball, mus
tering only five hits in a losing
effort, 5-1.
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OLD
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ACROSS
1 Teasdale
ot poetry
5 Bondsman
10 Marsh bird
14 Otanaga
15 "That's —"
16 Partola
church
17 Vermont
product
19 Weight
allowance
20 Trainee
21 Strong dislikes
23 They're bom
In late summer
25 Of currents
26 Dratted
30 Like some
foods
33 Deserve
34 Flower part
36 Finished to
poets
37 Tree resin
38 Quibble
39 Accumulated
knowledge
40 Stowe character
41 Bobwhlte
42 Misrepresent
43 Lower In
dignity
45 Outshone
47 Sew loosely
49 Dorothy's dog
50 Curtails
53 Poncho
57 Power source
58 Northwest
landmark
60 Move dog
61 Instrumental
technician
62 Cockcrow
63 One who
answers: abbr.
64 Portents
65 Otherwise
DOWN
1 Large rig
2 Irish Islands
3 Enthralled
4 Ejaculation
ot praise
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5 Lacks
6 Australian
bird
7 Theater section
8 Praying figure
in art
9 End of the line
10 Source ol
wlckerwork
11 Spring ninnies
12 Expression of
understanding
13 Permits
18 Upright
22 Adored one
24 Flower part
26 Plant
27 Daring
28 Adonises
29 Eau — (brandy)
31 Nsst
32 Cornered
35 Color old
style
38 Takes excep
tion to
39 Belgian hare

ANSWERS
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ULlfelDLJUlIJH
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BUUBU C1DBQQ DUB
iiciBU hiiiuufc]
•HQ UHUBE1 miUBi !
ElEiBQBlD UUQMLUJmn
UDIilUO HUfelU
umifiiiULin ciuiBDcin
IUIIIM •qcjidbbubuM
BBDU HLitlClQ UDQ0
fciugg
BHHfllfl nnn"

uumi

aauu

41 Dramatis
personae
42 Beware ol
this dog
44 Cap part
48 Weepers
48 Boredom

50 Cicatrix
«
51 Stockings "
52 Ratted
54 Ot grandparents
55 Church benches
56 Sea bird
59 Understanding

